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American Bohemians in Paris a Weird Lot
Paris.—The scum of Greenwich Village, New York, has been skimmed off and
deposited in large ladles on that section of Paris adjacent to the Cafe Rotondc. New scum, of
course, has risen to take the place of the old, but the oldest scum, the thickest scum and the
scummiest scum has come across the ocean, somehow, and with its afternoon and evening
levees has made the Rotonde the leading Latin Quarter showplace for tourists in search of
atmosphere.
It is a strange-acting and strange-looking breed that crowd the tables of the Cafe
Rotonde. They have all striven so hard for a careless individuality of clothing that they have
achieved a sort of uniformity of eccentricity. A first look into the smoky, high-ceilingcd,
table-crammed interior of the Rotonde gives you the same feeling that hits you as you step
into the bird-house at the zoo. There seems to be a tremendous, raucous, many-pitched
squawking going on, broken up by many waiters who fly around through the smoke like so
many black and white magpies. The tables are full— they are always full—someone is
moved down and crowded together, something is knocked over, more people come in at the
swinging door, another black and white waiter pivots between tables toward the door and,
having shouted your order at his disappearing back, you look around you at individual
people.
You can only see a certain number of individuals at the Rotonde on one night. When
you have reached your quota you are quite aware that you must go. There is a perfectly
definite moment when you know you have seen enough of the Rotonde’s inmates and must
leave. If you want to know how definite it is, try and eat your way through a jug of soured
molasses. To some people the feeling that you cannot go on will come at the first mouthful.
Others are hardier. But there is a limit for all normal people. For the people who crowd
together around the tables of the Cafe Rotonde do something very definite to that premier
seat of the emotions, the stomach.
For the first dose of Rotonde individuals you might observe a short, dumpy woman
with newly blond hair, cut Old-Dutch-Cleanser fashion, face like a pink enameled ham and
fat fingers that reach out of the long blue silk sleeves of a Chinese-looking smock. She is
sitting hunched forward over the table, smoking a cigarette in a two-foot holder, and her flat
face is absolutely devoid of any expression.
She is looking flatly at her masterpiece that is hung on the white plaster wall of the
cafe, along with some 3,000 others, as part of the Rotonde’s salon for customers only. Her
masterpiece looks like a red mince pie descending the stairs, and the adoring, though
expressionless, painter spends every afternoon and evening seated at the table before it in a
devout attitude.
After you have finished looking at the painter and her work you can turn your head a
little and see a big, light-haired woman sitting at a table with three young men. The big
woman is wearing a picture hat of the “Merry Widow” period and is making jokes and
laughing hysterically. The three young men laugh whenever she does. The waiter brings the
bill, the big woman pays it, settles her hat on her head with slightly unsteady hands, and she

and the three young men go out together. She is laughing again as she goes out of the door.
Three years ago she came to Paris with her husband from a little town in Connecticut, where
they had lived and he had painted with increasing success for ten years. Last year he went
back to America alone.
Those are two of the twelve hundred people who jam the Rotonde. You can find
anything you are looking for at the Rotonde—except serious artists. The trouble is that people
who go on a tour of the Latin Quarter look in at the Rotonde and think they are seeing an
assembly of the great artists of Paris. I want to correct that in a very public manner, for the
artists of Paris who are turning out creditable work resent and loathe the Rotonde crowd.
The fact that there are twelve francs for a dollar brought over the Rotonders, along
with a good many other people, and if the exchange ever gets back to normal they will all
have to go back to America. They are nearly all loafers expending the energy that an artist
puts into his creative work in talking about what they are going to do and condemning the
work of all artists who have gained any degree of recognition. By talking about art they
obtain the same satisfaction that the real artist does in his work. That is very pleasant, of
course, but they insist upon posing as artists.
Since the good old days when Charles Baudelaire led a purple lobster on a leash
through the same old Latin Quarter, there has not been much good poetry written in cafes.
Even then I suspect that Baudelaire parked the lobster with the concierge down on the first
floor, put the chloroform bottle corked on the washstand and sweated and carved at the
Fleurs du Mal alone with his ideas and his paper as all artists have worked before and since.
But the gang that congregates at the corner of the Boulevard Montparnasse and the Boulevard
Raspail have no time to work at anything else; they put in a full day at the Rotonde.

